Service Request 13217

Service Request 13217 asks that the Payroll/Personnel System be modified to create a new data element, 'United States Date of Entry' (DE1169), to the Employee Data Base (EDB). This element will facilitate the proper citizenship status coding of non-U.S. citizens. The Service Request asks that this new data element be enterable in batch processing or by using the On-Line Entry/Update facility. The U.S. Date of Entry should be displayed on the Citizenship/Alien Data Notification in the PAN process. In addition, U.S. Date of Entry should be included on the Summary of Initial Hire or Rehire (IDOC).

The Service Request also asks that U.S. Date of Entry be captured in the History database. A new element should be added to the History database (HDB) and the element should be displayed on the 'Basic Employment Data 2' screen in the on-line History system.
Programs

PPBASHST
This program passes employee information from the Employee Data Base to the History Data Base. It has been modified to capture the new U.S. Date of Entry field.

PPPAYCHG
This program is a standard part of the EDB Fetch/Update complex for the PPPPAY table. It has been modified to process the new U.S. Date of Entry table column.

PPPAYFET
This program is a standard part of the EDB Fetch/Update complex for the PPPPAY table. It has been modified to process the new U.S. Date of Entry table column.

PPPAYUPD
This program is a standard part of the EDB Fetch/Update complex for the PPPPAY table. It has been modified to process the new U.S. Date of Entry table column.

DB2 Programs

PPBASFET
This program is a standard part of the HDB Fetch/Update complex for the PPPBAS table. It has been modified to process the new U.S. Date of Entry table column.

PPBASUPD
This program is a standard part of the HDB Fetch/Update complex for the PPPBAS table. It has been modified to process the new U.S. Date of Entry table column.

PPDXPERS
This program creates the 'PERSONAL INFORMATION' text-block in the 'Summary of Initial Hire or Rehire' employee document. The program has been modified to include the new U.S. Date of Entry field.

PPEC111
This program performs the consistency edits for the fields CITIZEN-CODE and VISA-TYPE. It has been modified to also perform the consistency edits for the new U.S. Date of Entry field.

PPIDXHST
This program is part of the group of programs that pass information from the Employee Data Base to the History Data Base. Due to the changes in the PPPBAS Includes, it has been modified to explicitly state the PPPBAS column names in the DB2 'INSERT' statements, including the new U.S. Date of Entry field.

PPNTCITZ
This program prepares the CITZ format for Post-Authorization Notification (PAN), showing changes made to Citizenship-related information. It has been modified to also report on changes to the new U.S. Date of Entry field.

PPNTRG
This program triggers notification of EDB changes via PAN. It has been modified to include a Trigger for the new U.S. Date of Entry field.

PPP583
This new batch program will produce the new report, 'Statement of Citizenship Status Renewal'.
PPPAYUTL
This program is a standard part of the EDB Fetch/Update complex for the PPPPAY table. It has been modified to process the new U.S. Date of Entry table column.

PPPAYUTW
This program is a standard part of the EDB Fetch/Update complex for the PPPPAY table. It has been modified to process the new U.S. Date of Entry table column.

CICS Programs

PPWEALN
This program is the screen processor program for the Alien Information Entry/Update (EALN) screen. It has been modified to process the new U.S. Date of Entry field.

PPWIALN
This program is the screen processor program for the Alien Information (IALN) screen. It has been modified to show the new U.S. Date of Entry field.

PPWIBA2
This program is the screen processor program for the History System's 'Basic Employee Data 2' (IBA2) screen. It has been modified to show the new U.S. Date of Entry field.

PPWIGEN
This program is the screen processor program for the General Information (IGEN) screen. It has been modified to show the new U.S. Date of Entry field.

Copymembers

CPWSRBAS
This copy member contains a COBOL definition of the PPPBAS database. It has been modified to include
- a COBOL description for the new U.S. Date of Entry column,
- a filler record to provide flexibility for future expansion.

CPWSRPAY
This copy member contains a COBOL definition of the PPPPAY database. It has been modified to include
- a COBOL description for the new U.S. Date of Entry column.

Include members

PPPV BAS1
This Include member contains COBOL definitions and DB2 columns for the whole table view PPPVBAS1_BAS. It has been modified to include
- a COBOL description for the new U.S. Date of Entry column,
- a filler record to provide flexibility for future expansion.

PPPVZBAS
This Include member contains COBOL definitions and DB2 columns for the whole table view PPPVZBAS_BAS. It has been modified to include
- a COBOL description for the new U.S. Date of Entry column,
- a filler record to provide flexibility for future expansion.
PPPVPAY1
This Include member contains COBOL definitions and DB2 columns for the whole table view PPPVPAY1_PAY. It has been modified to include
• a COBOL description for the new U.S. Date of Entry column.

PPPVPAY2
This Include member contains COBOL definitions and DB2 columns for the whole table view PPPVPAY2_PAY. It has been modified to include
• a COBOL description for the new U.S. Date of Entry column.

PPPVPAYZ
This Include member contains COBOL definitions and DB2 columns for the whole table view PPPVPAYZ_PAY. It has been modified to include
• a COBOL description for the new U.S. Date of Entry column.

DDL members

PPPVBAS1
This DDL member contains DDL statements for creating the whole table view PPPVBAS1_BAS. The new U.S. Date of Entry column has been added.

PPPVPAY1
This DDL member contains DDL statements for creating the whole table view PPPVPAY1_PAY. The new U.S. Date of Entry column has been added.

PPPVPAY2
This DDL member contains DDL statements for creating the whole table view PPPVPAY2_PAY. The new U.S. Date of Entry column has been added.

PPPVPAYZ
This DDL member contains DDL statements for creating the whole table view PPPVPAYZ_PAY. The new U.S. Date of Entry column has been added.

TBBAS00C
This DDL member contains DDL statements for creating the table PPPBAS. The new U.S. Date of Entry column has been added.

TBBAS04A
This DDL member contains DDL statements for altering the table PPPBAS to add the new U.S. Date of Entry column.

TBPAY00C
This DDL member contains DDL statements for creating the table PPPPAY. The new U.S. Date of Entry column has been added.

TBPAY06A
This DDL member contains DDL statements for altering the table PPPPAY to add the new U.S. Date of Entry column.
Bind members

PPP583 (new)
This new bind member contains the statements for binding the plan for PPP583.

CICS Maps

PPEALN0
This map is used by Alien Information Entry/Update screen. A new field and label have been added for the U.S. Date of Entry field. The display of the new field is controlled by the screen processor program PPWEALN.

PPIALN0
This map is used by Alien Information screen. A new field and label have been added for the U.S. Date of Entry field. The display of the new field is controlled by the screen processor program PPWIALN.

PPIBA20
This map is used by 'Basic Employee Data 2' screen. A new field and label have been added for the U.S. Date of Entry field. The display of the new field is controlled by the screen processor program PPWIBA2.

PPIGEN0
This map is used by the General Information screen. A new field and label have been added for the U.S. Date of Entry field. The display of the new field is controlled by the screen processor program PPWIGEN.

Forms

UPAY883
This new form is used for the Run Specification record for the new report program, PPP583.

Tables

Data Element Table
An additional routine trigger for the new element U.S. Date of Entry (DE 1169) has been added. A change in U.S. Date of Entry will trigger the routine (PPEC111) that edits Citizen Code, Visa Type, and as of this release, U.S. Date of Entry. Transactions to update this table for both Test and Production have been made available as part of this release.

Data Element to Screens Table
A screen definition for the new element U.S. Date of Entry (DE 1169) has been added for the EALN screen. Transactions to update this table for both Test and Production have been made available as part of this release.

History Data Element Table
A new entry for the new History data element, U.S. Date of Entry (DE 1169), has been added. A sequential file to update this table for both Test and Production has been made available as part of this release.

System Messages Table
New messages for the PPEC111 program have been added. Transactions to update this table for both Test and Production have been made available as part of this release.
On-Line Help
The On-Line help entry for U.S. Date of Entry (EDB1169) has been added to make the new value available in the field level help.

Test Plan
A complete test plan is provided with this release. Campuses are encouraged to use the base system test materials, as well as performing any other desired local tests.

Installation Instructions
Installation instructions are provided in a separate document.

Timing of Installation
The installation of this release is Not Urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Roy.Staples@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0692.

Roy Staples

cc: Jim Dolgonas
    Jerry Wilcox